Kingdom of Fools
By Irshad Mahmood – Director, Siraat-al-Mustaqeem Dawah Centre
Today Global World is on the edge of total collapse and west started accepting that. In the news they started saying 1%
are rich and 99% are poor, what about in the third world, perhaps it could be 1 in million rich and rest are poor.
In the Kingdom of Fools things are done foolishly without analyzing in detail and without using common sense,
since perhaps they might not have any unless they might have their hidden secret agenda to wipeout humanity by all
means. So they cannot build Heavenly Earth till they change their mindset. Let us analyze few of their gigantic mistakes.
Poverty and Famine:
Human have tried all Methods of Civilization and even then have failed to save Human Globally. Instead of having
concrete steps to save humanity from extreme poverty and famine, they created more problems for humanity, since either
they don’t have any common sense or they have their hidden secret agenda to wipeout humanity by all means.
Remember: Saving a Life is like save whole World. A single machine may replace thousands of human but not a single
machine can ever replace a single machine. World need a concrete steps to save humanity to build Heavenly Earth.
Homosexuality / Same Sex:
Let us analyze on Homosexuality/Same Sex in detail. Suppose every single person in US will become Homosexuals
(Same Sex), which means NO production of human. If no one from other countries allow their children to be adopted by
local US citizens and there is no way to reproduced children, then after 100 years NO one will be living in US and it will be
converted into desert or forest and animals will start ruling there or other country may invade it.
Legalization of Prostitutions:
If any of the countries legalizes Prostitutions and charges taxes on their acts that is DEATH of that country, since they are
depending on their mothers, sisters, wives and daughters to go for Prostitutions so that they can charge tax on it to boost
economy of their countries. Like all other system failed to save their countries from Gigantic Economic Crisis, this will also
fail later if not sooner, since not taking guidance from the Divine book of Guidance the Quraan to save humanity.
Muslim Countries First in Line in being Wiped Out after Wiping out Aboriginal/Native peoples:
Muslim Countries are First in Line in being Wiped Out on Mission to Wiping out Humanity as a Hidden Secret Agenda and
Next in Line could be INDIA, CHINA and RUSSIA etc.??? Remember: Ethnic groups (First peoples, Aboriginal peoples,
Native peoples, or Autochthonous peoples) had already been Wiped Out over Hundreds of years ago. Need full research
on these if there is any Global Genocide / Holocaust / Massacre of Humanity still going on.
Freemasonry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freemasonry
Al-Qaeda Does Not Exist:- "Former CIA Officer Michael Scheuer Speaks Out"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sV9UcZoTM4
Georgia Guidestones
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georgia_Guidestones
Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature. It means saving 500 million out of 7 billion as of
st
beginning of 21 century, i.e. wiping out 93% of humanity is crime against humanity.
Education:
The Key to success of every nation is education, but if tuition fees goes skyrocketing then it will be too foolish, since the y
are depending on those who haven’t yet started earnings and putting on them Great Huge Burdon of Debt in addition to
having extremely hard time on finding jobs and return loans. Keeping in mind when hiring robots and firing human is going
on, but robots and machines don’t eat apples or oranges, so apple farms and orange farms will be bankrupt, since people
will not have enough money to buy apples or oranges etc. People Must Join Globally to Build Heavenly Earth.
http://www.global-right-path.com/Globalization/G_Heavenly_Earth.htm
Repeatedly Relying on the Same Corrupt or Incompetent Person will NOT Change the Fortune of a Nation.
Do not even think to re-appoint those who were failed to protect corruptions in the land.
Read Al-Quraan, the Miracle of Miracles and free from contradictions and errors
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